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force of their parents' will, die together in church. The theme is
too simple to be located in any one country. Scarcely more de-
veloped is Beau Robert (not in Doncieux), the youth who returns
to find his fiancee dead and passionately addresses her corpse on the
bier. She who feigned death to guard her honour, or to avoid a dis-
tasteful marriage, is another well-known ballad theme. The fond-
ness shown by Italian novelists for this motif of apparent death,
either as an effort of will or under the influence of some narcotic,
is so pronounced that one is inclined to assign the germ of all such
tales to Italy. Feigning death to avoid a distasteful marriage is the
motif of the English Gay Goshawk (Child 96), the Serbian Erceg
Siepan, and other poems discussed in Chapter VI of the First
Book. It is used in King Loys* Daughter^ perhaps as an after-
thought. The ballad is one of a pair. A princess, in love with a
gentleman of low degree but high merits, is prevented from marry-
ing him either by her own imprisonment, as in King Leys'
Daughter and the older Belle Ydoine, or by his imprisonment and
execution, as in La Pernette and La Belle se sied au pied de la tour
(which is the more lyrical variant of La Pernette). In the former
case a happy ending arises either by the lady's escape, through
feigned death or some other show of ready wit, or by the lover's
valour; in the latter there may also be a happy ending, but a more
usual conclusion is that the lovers should die and flowers or trees
intertwine above their graves. Both stories are represented in the
Castilian pseudo-Carolingian cycle of Count Claras of Montalbdn,
and the latter in Conde Qlinos. As for The Swine Girl (La Porche-
Tonne), which has a wide European range, the chief reason for
considering it French in origin is a tradition which links it with
the name of Guilhem de Beaucaire.
There are a number of pieces in Doncieux's collection which
show that, however much other nations have owed to suggestions
from French literature, the narrative ballad in France is largely due
to a reflux from abroad. Movements within the Franco-Italian
area itself are only to be expected. Provence is the focus of
L'Escriveta, which has spread to northern France and to Catalonia.
From Italy came Dame Lombarde, the poisoner theme, The
Drowned Diver, and probably Mariansoris Rings. The first is the
history of Rosmunda and Helmichis, probably excavated by some
felicitous poet from Paulus Diaconus. The diver was Cola Pesce
who lost his life diving for the amusement of the Emperor

